
Abstract— In this paper, RNS (Residue Number System)  

to Binary converters based on Mixed Radix Conversion 

(MRC) and two stage MRC for the three-moduli set {2n-1-

1, 2n+k, 2n-1} are presented. Two reverse converters for 

each of the two conversion techniques are designed for the 

two cases  (a) 0 ≤ k ≤ n-2, and (b) n-2 < k ≤ n. The proposed 

reverse converters are compared with previously reported  

reverse converters for the same moduli set regarding 

hardware requirement and conversion time.  
Index Terms— Residue Number Systems, Reverse converters, 

three moduli sets, CRT, Mixed Radix Conversion. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the carry free nature among the different residue digits, 

Residue Number System (RNS) based implementations have 

received considerable attention [1],[2]. Dynamic Range (DR) 

of an RNS is determined by the product of moduli and that has 

to be large for the applications such as cryptography. 

Increasing the DR can be achieved by increasing the number 

of the moduli (horizontal extension) or by increasing the 

numerical value of one or more of the moduli (vertical 

extension) [3].  

Recently, reverse converters for the moduli set M3 {2n+k, 

2n-1, 2n+1} for 0 ≤ k ≤ n which is a vertical extension to the 

moduli set M1 {2n+1, 2n, 2n-1} [4-6] have been presented in 

[3]. By eliminating modulus of type 2n+1, reverse converters 

for the moduli set M4 {2n-1-1, 2n+k, 2n-1} as a vertical 

extension of the three moduli set M2 {2n-1-1, 2n, 2n-1} [7]-[9]  

have been presented in [10], [11]. In our work, we consider 

reverse conversion using MRC and  two-level MRC for the 

moduli set M4 {2n-1-1, 2n+k, 2n-1} and evaluate their 

performance regarding hardware resource requirement  and 

conversion time.  The organization of the paper is as follows: 

In section  II, necessary background material required for the 

reverse conversion is presented and in section III, two 

architectures for each reverse conversion scheme namely 

MRC and two stage MRC, have been presented for the moduli 

set M4 for 0 ≤ k≤ (n-2) and n-2< k ≤ n. In section IV, 

hardware and conversion time requirements of proposed 

converters and comparison with the existing converters in the 

literature for the moduli set M4 is presented. Conclusions are 

provided in section V. 
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II. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 

In an RNS using pairwise relatively prime moduli 
{𝑚1, 𝑚2, … 𝑚𝑛}, the binary number X such that for 𝑋 ∈
[0,𝑀), can be represented uniquely by the residues 

(𝑟1, 𝑟2, … 𝑟𝑛)  where 

𝑟𝑖 = 𝑋 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑚𝑖  0 < 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛                                           (1) 
Where 𝑀is the dynamic range expressed as 𝑀 = ∏ 𝑚𝑖

𝑛
1 . In a 

RNS based processor, the input binary number is converted 

into residues using a binary to residue converter. After the 

needed signal processing is carried out on n residue channel 

processors working in parallel, the resulting residues need to 

be converted into its binary number equivalent using a residue 

to binary converter. Basically there are two well-known 

approaches to convert the residues to binary number based on 

Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) and Mixed Radix 

Conversion (MRC). Final mod M reduction is needed in CRT, 

which requires the complicated hardware in case of some 

moduli sets and which is time consuming. 

       In MRC, for a j moduli set, j-1 steps are needed. In each 

of these, one mixed radix digit 𝑈𝑖 and several intermediate 

residues can be obtained and final decoded number X can be 

calculated from the MRC digits Ui obtained in (j-1) sequential 

steps as in (2) 

𝑋 = 𝑈𝑗−1𝑚𝑗−2…𝑚2𝑚1+. . . …+ 𝑈3𝑚2𝑚1 + 𝑈2𝑚1 + 𝑈1 
(2) 

 

where 𝑈1  = 𝑟1, 𝑈2 = ((𝑟2 − 𝑈1) (
1

𝑚1
)
𝑚2

)

𝑚2

, 

𝑈3 = ((((𝑟3 −𝑈1) (
1

𝑚1
)
𝑚3

)

𝑚3

− 𝑈2)(
1

𝑚2
)
𝑚3

)

𝑚3

and so on. 

MRC can be realized in two stages for a three moduli set by 

considering two moduli MRC in first stage followed by 

another MRC for result obtained in the first stage and the third 

modulus. 

III. RESIDUE-TO-BINARY CONVERTERS FOR THE MODULI SET 

M4  

   In this section, RNS to binary converters are presented 

for the moduli set M4{2n-1-1, 2n+k, 2n-1} based on MRC and 

two-stage MRC technique. Order of the moduli can be chosen 

in such a way that implementations results to be efficient 

either in terms of hardware requirement or conversion time. 

Two architectures are presented for each conversion scheme 

based on choice of k. 

 

A. Architectures based on MRC 

 

Consider the residues as (𝑟1,  𝑟2,  𝑟3) corresponding to the 

moduli  m1 = 2n-1-1, m2 = 2n-1 and m3 = 2n+k . MRC based 

conversion technique is shown in Fig. 1. 
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𝟐𝒏−𝟏 –𝟏 𝟐𝒏 − 𝟏 𝟐𝒏+𝒌 

𝒓𝟏 𝑟2  𝑟3=UA 

−𝒓𝟑 −𝑟3  

𝒀′𝑪 = (𝒓𝟏 − 𝒓𝟑)𝒎𝒐𝒅 (𝟐
𝒏−𝟏 − 𝟏) 𝑌𝐵 = (𝑟2 − 𝑟3)𝑚𝑜𝑑 (2

𝑛 − 1)  

× (
𝟏

𝟐𝒏+𝒌
)𝒎𝒐𝒅 (𝟐𝒏−𝟏 − 𝟏)  = 𝑿𝑪

′  × (
1

2𝑛+𝑘
)𝑚𝑜𝑑 (2𝑛 − 1) = 𝑋𝐵 

 

𝑼𝑪
′  𝑈𝐵  

𝒀𝑪 = (𝑼𝑪
′ −𝑼𝑩)𝒎𝒐𝒅 (𝟐

𝒏−𝟏 − 𝟏)   

𝑿(
𝟏

𝟐𝒏−𝟏
)𝒎𝒐𝒅(𝟐𝒏−𝟏 − 𝟏) = 𝑿𝑪= 1   

𝑼𝑪   

Fig.1. MRC for the moduli set 𝑀4{2𝑛−1 − 1, 2𝑛 − 1, 2𝑛+𝑘} 

 For the computation of YB, we need to find (r2 - r3) mod (2n-

1). Since residue r3 is (n+k)-bit word, using the periodic 

property of 2a mod (2a-1) = 1, r3  needs to be considered as 

two n – bit words Wa and Wb respectively.  One’s compliment 

of these words can be added to residue r2 using n-bit carry 

save adder (CSA) with end around carry (EAC) followed by 

n-bit carry propagation adder (CPA) with EAC. It can be 

shown that XB is 2n-k and hence the mixed radix digit UB can be 

obtained by left circular shift (LCS) of YB by (n-k) –bits. 

 

 
Fig. 2 : Converter-I (D1) based on MRC  for the moduli set {2n-1-1, 2n-1, 2n+k }  
for 0 ≤ k ≤ n-2 

 

For the computation of Y’C, residue r3 need to be considered as 

two (n-1) – bit words for the case of 0 ≤ k≤ (n-2), and three  

(n-1) – bit words for the case of (n-1)≤ k≤ n.  

 

Case 1: For the choice of 0 ≤ k≤ (n-2), residue r3 is denoted as 

two (n-1)–bit words Wc and Wd respectively. One’s 

complement of these words can be added to r1 using a (n-1)–

bit CSA with EAC followed by a (n-1)–bit CPA with EAC to 

obtain Y’C. Since X’C is 2n-k-2, intermediate mixed radix digit 

U’C can be obtained by LCS of Y’C by (n-k-2) –bits.  

Case 2: For the choice of (n -1) ≤ k≤ n, residue r3 is considered 

as three (n-1) –bit words Wc, We and Wf   respectively. For Y’C, 

one’s complement of these three words needs to be added to r1 

using two-level  (n-1)–bit CSA with EAC followed by (n-1)–

bit CPA with EAC. Noting that  X’C is 22n-k-3 and hence U’C 

can be realized by LCS of Y’C by (2n-k-3) –bits. 

 

 
  Fig. 3 : Converter-II (D2) based on MRC for the moduli set {2n-1-1, 2n-1, 

2n+k } for n-1 ≤ k ≤ n 

 

From Fig. 1, mixed radix digit UC = (UʹC- UB) mod (2n-1-1), we 

need to consider UB as two (n-1)–bit words Wh and Wg 

respectively. We add the one’s complement of these words to 

U’C  using a (n-1)–bit CSA with EAC followed by a (n-1)–bit 

CPA with EAC. 

Next, we need to compute X from (2) as  

  𝑋 = 2𝑛+𝑘(𝑈𝐶(2
𝑛 − 1) + 𝑈𝐵) + 𝑈𝐴 (3) 

Since the (n+k) LSBs are already available as r3 = UA, we need 

to compute only the (2n-1)-bit word Xʹ given as 

 𝑋′ = 𝑈𝐶(2
𝑛 − 1) + 𝑈𝐵 (4) 

Thus, 𝑋′ can be obtained by adding two’s compliment of UC 

with (2n-1)-bit word obtained by concatenating UC and UB. 

Finally, the decoded binary number can be obtained by 

concatenating 𝑋′with UA. Implementation of RNS to binary 

converters D1 and D2 based on MRC technique for 0 ≤ k≤ (n-

2) and (n -1) ≤ k≤ n are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.3. Note that 

since MSBs (most significant bits) of few of the operands are 

1, the full-adders in CSA with EAC can replaced with pairs of 

XNOR/OR gates. 

B. Architectures based on two-stage MRC 

We next present RNS to binary converter based on two-stage 

MRC technique for the moduli set {2n-1-1, 2n+k, 2n-1} and 

corresponding residues are (𝑟1,  𝑟2,  𝑟3). Two-stage MRC based 

conversion technique is shown in Fig.4. In first stage, we 



consider the subset of the residues (𝑟1,  𝑟2) to obtain the 

decoded number Z using MRC technique as 

 

                                          Z = UB2n+k+r2                            (5) 

 

From Fig. 4(a), computation of YB requires modulo subtraction 

of r2 from r1 with respect to the modulus (2n-1-1). Since the 

residue r2 is (n+k) – bit word, we need to consider two cases. 
(2𝑛−1 –1) = 𝑚1 2𝑛+𝑘 = 𝑚2 

𝑟1  𝑟2  

-−𝑟2  𝑈𝐴  

(𝑟1 − 𝑟2)𝑚𝑜𝑑 (2
𝑛−1 − 1)(= 𝑌𝐵)  

× (
1

2𝑛+𝑘
)𝑚𝑜𝑑 (2𝑛−1 − 1)(= 𝑋𝐵)  

𝑈𝐵  

(a) 
2𝑛 − 1 = 𝑚3 2𝑛+𝑘(2𝑛−1 –1) = 𝑀𝑎 

𝑟3  𝑍 

-−𝑍  

(𝑟3 − 𝑍)𝑚𝑜𝑑 (2
𝑛 − 1)(= 𝑌𝐶)  

× (
1

2𝑛+𝑘(2𝑛−1 –1)
)𝑚𝑜𝑑 (2𝑛 − 1)(= 𝑋𝐶)  

𝑈𝐶  

(b) 
Fig. 4. Two stage MRC for the moduli set {2n-1 – 1, 2n+k, 2n – 1}: 

(a) I stage and (b) II stage 

 

Case 1: For 0 ≤ k≤ (n-2), consider r2 as two (n-1)-bit words Wa 

and Wb respectively. One’s complement of these two words 

needs to be added to r1 using a (n-1)-bit CSA with EAC 

followed by a (n-1)–bit CPA with EAC to obtain YB (see 

Fig.5). Since XB is 2n-k-2, UB can be obtained by LCS of  YB by 

(n-k-2) bits. 

 
Fig. 5 : Converter-III (D4) based on two stage MRC for the moduli set  
{2n-1-1, 2n+k , 2n-1,} for 0 ≤ k ≤ n-2 

Case 2: For the case (n-1)≤ k≤ n,  we have three (n-1)-bit 

words Wc ,Wd and We respectively. For the computation of YB, 

one’s complement of these three words needs to be added to r1 

using a two-level (n-1)–bit CSA with EAC followed by a (n-

1)–bit CPA with EAC (see Fig.6) . UB can be obtained by LCS 

of YB by (2n-k-3) bits. 

 
Fig. 6: Converter-IV (D5) based on two stage MRC (D5) for the moduli set 

{2n-1-1, 2n+k , 2n-1,} for n-1 ≤ k ≤ n. 

 

Finally Z can be obtained by concatenating UB with r2. In 

stage II, we perform the RNS-to-binary conversion of the 

residues (𝑟3, 𝑍)corresponding to the moduli set {𝑚3, 𝑀𝑎} where 

𝑀𝑎 = 2
𝑛+𝑘(2𝑛−1 − 1) to obtain the final decoded word as 

 

𝑋 =  𝑈𝐶𝑀𝑎 + 𝑍 = 2
𝑛+𝑘(2𝑛−1 – 1)𝑈𝐶 + 𝑍 

= 2𝑛+𝑘(2𝑛−1𝑈𝐶 + 𝑈𝐵 − 𝑈𝐶) + 𝑟2 

(6) 

 

We consider Z as three n-bit words ZH, ZM and ZL, one’s 

complement of these three words needs to be added with r3 in 

two levels of  n-bit CSA followed by a n-bit CPA2 both with 

end-around-carry (EAC) for obtaining YC. Since XC is 2n-k-2, UC 

can be obtained by LCS of YC by (n-k+2) bits and taking 

complement of it to obtain UC. 

Note that (6) can be written as  

𝑋′ = 
𝑋 − 𝑟2
2𝑛+𝑘

= 2𝑛−1𝑈𝐶⏟    
1

+ 𝑈𝐵⏟
2

− 𝑈𝐶⏟
3

 
(7) 

 

      Finally, Xʹ can be obtained from (7) using a (2n-1)-bit 

adder by adding two’s complement of UC with the (2n-1)-bit 

word obtained by concatenating UC with UB. Final decoded 

number X is obtained by concatenating Xʹ with r2. 

Implementation of RNS to binary converters D4 and D5 based 

on two stage MRC technique for 0 ≤ k≤ (n-2) and (n -1) ≤ k≤ n 

are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively. 

IV. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED CONVERTERS 

The hardware requirement of the various blocks in the 

converters D1, D2, D4 and D5 for the moduli set M4 are 

presented in [11],[13] . Proposed reverse converters are 

compared with the reverse converter (D3) for the same moduli 



set M4 proposed in [10]. In Table I, total hardware 

requirement and conversion time for the proposed converters 

I-IV based on unit-gate model [12] are presented.  

 

Table I: Total hardware requirement and conversion time of 

various converters using unit gate model 

Design Converter 
Unit-gate 

Requirement 

Conversion 

time(∆g) 

D1 Converter I [11] 40n+8k-19 24n-4 

D2 Converter II[11] 43n+8k-22 24n-4 

D3 Converter MRC[10] 40n+8k-26 24n+4 

D4 Converter III [13] 37n+8k-13 24n 

D5 Converter IV [13] 40n+8k-16 24n+4 

 

From table I, for the case of (0 ≤ k ≤ n-2) converter design D4 

requires less hardware than D1 and D3. The proposed 

converter design D5 (n-2 < k ≤ n) needs less hardware than 

D2. Conversion times of the all the designs are almost same.  

Among all the existing converters for the moduli M4, the 

proposed converter D4 (k ≤ n-2) requires the least hardware 

resources. Even though the converter D5 requires more 

hardware than D4, it has an advantage of increasing the 

dynamic range by almost 2 bits. 

The proposed converter I-IV were modelled in Verilog 

HDL, synthesized using Encounter RTL compiler 14.10 with 

45 nm technology library files. The functionality of the 

converters was verified using NCSim. Synthesis results of the 

various designs D1, D2, D4 & D5 for different dynamic 

ranges are summarized in Table II. It can be noted that the 

proposed designs D4 and D5 are area efficient when compared 

with D1 and D2 with increased conversion time. 

V. CONCLUSION 

      In this paper, four RNS-to-binary converters are presented 

for the moduli set {2n-1-1, 2n+k, 2n-1} using MRC and two-

stage MRC applicable for different k values such that (0≤k≤ n-

2) and (n-1≤ k≤ n) and compared with reverse converter 

designs described in literature for the same moduli set. 

Converters designed for the case of n-1≤k≤ n will increase the 

dynamic range by one or two bits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Among all the existing reverse converters for the moduli set 

M4, area efficient converter is presented for (0≤k≤ n-2).  
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value 

Area

(µ𝑚2) 
Delay 

(𝑛𝑠) 
n&k 

value 

Area

(µ𝑚2) 
Delay 

(𝑛𝑠) 
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value 
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